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5e girallon zombie

Edit Girallon ZombieAnimal share, undead tactics • If Girallon zombie is inside 1 tile of a hero, it moves in the vicinity of the closest hero and punches that two-time champion. • Otherwise, The Girallon Zombie moves 1 tile towards the nearest hero. Rend Special Ability: If both of Girallon's zombie fists hit the same hero, it also rends that
hero. Attack Punch Injury: +5 2 Rend: +7 2 4 Community Content Experience is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Great spirits, disturbed evil darkvision 60 feet, passive perception 8 aggressive. As a bonus act, zombies can move up to their speed towards a hostile creature that can see it. Undead talent. If zombie
damage reduces to 0 hit points, it should be constitutionally saving throws with DC taken from 5+ damage, unless radiant damage or from critical impact. In success, zombies drop to 1 hit point instead. Multiple attack actions. Zombies attack five: one with his bite and four attacks with his paws. Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5
feet, one goal. Stats: 7 (ld6 +4) noisy damage. Paw. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 feet, one goal. Stats: 6 (ld4 +4) harm reduction. Large undead cr3 tombs of the destruction of the monstrosity large, armored class 13 hit rated 59 (7d10+21) speed 40 feet., climb 40 ft. STRDEXCONINTWISCHA18 (+4)16 (+3)16 (+3)5(-3)12
(+1)7 (-2) Skills Perception +3, Stealth +5 Senses darkvision 60 ft. Challenge 4 (1,100 XP) simply click on an adjective or attack to copy the Roll20 macro to your clipboard source. Guide Even if to monsters, p. 152 aggressive. As a bonus act, girallon can move up to its speed towards a hostile creature that can see it. _____ Actions ___
Multiple attacks. Giralon makes five attacks: one with his bite and four attacks with his paws. Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 feet, one creature. Stats: 7 (1d6+4) noisy damage. Paw. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit. Get to 10 feet, one goal. Hit: 7 (1d6+4) harm reduction. Source:The Ulus guide to monstrosity monsters is a
large, unalignedArmor-class 13Hit rated 59 (7d10 +21)speed 40 feet., climb 40 feet. STR18 (+4)DEX16 (+3)CON16 (+3)INT5 (-3)WIS12 (+1)CHA7 (-2)Skills Perception +3, Stealth +5Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 13Languages -Challenge 4 (1100 XP)This full creature's stat block is not available. r/DnD, I can use some help.
I'm matching Adventure 3.5 for our 5e campaign, and it's used to different zombies. 3.5 Had a template applied to creatures to make them zombies, but I've never seen anything similar for 5e. Of course I can see similarities in different zombies, so I have an idea of what to change, but I was hoping you could all make extra offers. In
particular, I want to hit the girallon zombies. To download: 1. Create a free account with Shapeways 2. Enter 3. The product download button now appears on Page 4. Download and enjoy! 5. Note: Do not work on mobile and some tablets. If you're interested in supporting my efforts as I use free models for the world to enjoy, as well as
accessing Google Drive with all my files plus a request board and commission work, Patreon I'm here. These two monsters have nothing to do with each other except that (b) they are the last two monsters from the Even Way guide to the monster that I planned to look at and haven't yet, and (b) none of that is all that interesting. Although,
to my surprise, one I thought would be more interesting turned out not to be interesting at all, while one I thought became less interesting turned out to be a bit more so. The terper looks a lot like a abs, in which he hunts around his victims' heads so they can't see or breathe, but lack the mobility of The Abaker. In its hunting strategy, it
comes more like a bold, slow but secret, using a false appearance to hide itself until the prey is available. It is both darkvision and blind vision, and it's more at home in total darkness—in other words, underground. The spider's climbing adjective allows it to lurk in roofs and walls as well as floors, whatever is likely to make it available easy
than a meal (if it is on the roof, it can wait for an existing one to pass below, then drop before trying to strangle it). On the ground or against a wall, it stuck prey on creatures that walk right past it, but on the roof, can hang up 30 to 35 feet and easily detect even hidden creatures that pass directly underneath it, thanks to its vision. The false
appearance ensures that it is spotted at these intervals, even by creatures with darkvision. Even if intelligence didn't have only 2, Terper literally has only one attacking method: suffocating action. When it takes action against another creature, the creature must make a dexterity saving throw or buckle, restrain, go blind and be at risk of
suffocation. What does that last bit mean? This means that per suffocation in Chapter 8 of the player's guidebook, that creature that is out of breath can survive for a number of rounds equal to its constitutional amendment (at least 1), at which point it passes and must start making death saves. Does a player character enveloped by Terper
get to hold his breath, allowing it to remain conscious minutes rather than seconds? No, I would say, if he's surprised, that the goal of a crisper will almost always be. (As with a cloaker bite attack, the suffocating act of terper becomes a total non-threat if the target gets a chance to take a breath.) The terper is looking for a meal, and is not
equipped to pull that meal away to enjoy it elsewhere, so your goal keeps the envelope up as long as they're not unconscious but dead . However, it won't be a bad enough meal to risk your life over it, so spit it out your meal and slithers away if it's wounded on average (59 horsepower or less). As slow as it is, its best escape plan is to
dash straight up a wall and along the roof. It is probably already known that the name Terper is three letters too long. This beast is a barrier, not an enemy. Its function is to steal PCs from hit points that they wish they were still after. Giralon is a four-armed monkey of intelligence under the average monkey. Its physical ability scores are all
dramatically high, allowing it to struggle either as a ruthless (slugfest melee) or as a shock attacker (a quick melee strike, retreat, strike again). Its multi-attack gives it five attack rolls per turn. Why would he do anything but charge maul? That's what I thought at first, but after closer inspection, there are ways to water the effectiveness of
little girallons. Consider the following: Their speed is 40 feet, whether it's walking or climbing. Climbing speeds mean that girallons are at home in 3-D environments- forests, rocky cliffs, ruins and the like. The number means that giralons are faster than most PCs in a straight chase. The aggressive feature allows girallons, such as orcs, to
effectively dash towards their opponents as a bonus act, meaning they can begin fighting from distance to double their momentum- potentially, beyond the opponent's sensory range with darkvision. The Darkvision Girallons are also closed at 60 feet, but they smell kane, and in the fifth edition of Dungeons &amp; Dragons, the sense of
smell is not limited remotely. (Some real-world creatures such as bears and elephants can distinguish odors from miles away.) In the darkness of the Earth, which is equivalent to dim light under dark vision, most creatures have to roll with a weak spot to see a hidden enemy, but thanks to Kane Bowie, the Giralons roll with the advantage
of recognizing other creatures. In other words, they can lurk at a distance of 65 to 80 feet from the likely prey, completely invisible to them and ibility as well (the maximum audible distance from an existing one trying to be quiet, on the screen of master Reincarnated Dungeon, is only 60 feet), sniffing them, and then barreling in to attack
with surprise. The Giralons have the instinct to preserve a predator's natural self, but the aggressive trait suggests they may stay in the fight even if their intended baits fight each other. However, a moderate wound (18 injuries or more from a single attacker) seems like a good decision point where girallon may opt to behave more like a
shock attacker than ruthless, retreat off temporarily to see what their prey does, and then attack again if they show any signs of weakness (which an animal may recognize). Lacks intelligence to get away, retreating dash-away girallons, easily outstexing most enemies who Try to follow him if a Giralon is severely injured (reduced to 23
horsepower or less), he retreats for real and does not return. Next: Miesels. meazels.
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